
Maximum Benefits: Shared Use 
Agreements For Public Facilities 

Why pursue a shared use agreement?
Physical Activity Challenges in the Community
Physical activity is the leading health indicator and one of the top 
strategies for preventing disease, reducing risk factors for diseases 
and conditions, and treating obesity and other chronic diseases.

Convenience often is key to physical activity, whether it be 
because of a nearby field or gym, or a walkable and bikeable 
neighborhood. Low-income communities and communities 
of color often have the fewest resources for physical 
activity. These inequities in access to recreational space are 
reflected in disparities in health outcomes. Oftentimes, when 
recreational facilities do exist, they may seem unsafe, be 
hard to reach without a car, and be poorly maintained without 
access to funding. The result is community members have 
few opportunities for physical activity and health outcome 
disparities occur such as higher rates of obesity.

Shared use can be an effective strategy for reducing race- 
and income-based health disparities. With open and shared 
use, public and private property owners can fill a need in their 
community for recreational facilities and increase opportunities 
for physical activity. 

Children
Improved cardiorespiratory and muscular 
fitness, bone health, cardiovascular and 
metabolic health biomarkers, reduced 
symptoms of depression, and favorable 
body composition.

Adults
Lower risk of early death, diseases of the 
heart and vascular system, diabetes, and 
breast and colon cancer. Also weight loss, 
improved cardiorespiratory and muscular 
fitness, reduced depression, and prevention 
of weight gain.

Older Adults
Better cognitive function, better functional 
health, reduced abdominal obesity, reduced 
risk of hip fracture and lung cancer, and 
better ability to maintain weight loss. 



About Shared Use
“Shared use”—also called “open use” or “community  
use”—occurs when government entities, or sometimes 
private, nonprofit organizations, agree to open or broaden 
access to their facilities for community use. Shared use 
can take place on a formal basis (based on a written,  
legal document) or on an informal basis (based on 
historical practice).

A shared use agreement is a formal agreement between 
two separate entities—often a school district and a city 
or church and local health department—setting forth the 
terms and conditions for the shared use of the property. 
They include information about who is responsible for 
costs, security, supervision, maintenance, repairs and 
potential liability.

Examples of Shared Use Agreements For Health

Unlocking the Gates (Open Use)

Allowing public access to outdoor facilities in schools or 
institutions during non-working hours. 

For example:

 » A hospital installing a public walking trail on its campus 
(also available during working hours)

 » A schoolyard open for use outside of school hours for 
sport teams or free play

 » A shopping mall opens its doors early for walkers 

 » Play Streets - closing a neighborhood street to traffic so 
that kids (and adults) can have more space for play and 
physical activity

Nonprofit Partnerships (Shared Use)

Allowing third-party organizations such as YMCA or Boys 
and Girls Clubs to use indoor or outdoor facilities to operate 
programs. For example:

 » A community organization hosting free exercise or 
dance classes in a school or church 

 » An agreement between a city and a utility district to 
allow a community group to plant a garden on their land 

 » Extending park hours for programming in the evening

Benefits Beyond Physical Activity and Health
Open and shared use agreements are about more than just increased physical activity. They can:

 » Improve access to healthy food 
through community gardens and 
kitchens

 » Reduce crime and vandalism by 
activating spaces

 » Help students with academics  
and behavior (due to increased 
physical activity)

 » Save the community money by 
sharing resources and facilities

 » Increase the value of properties near 
parks, open spaces and recreational 
facilities

 » Create healthier and happier 
members of businesses, faith-based 
organizations, or whoever is involved

 » Build closer relationships in 
communities between nonprofits 
and participating agencies 

 » Lift the profile of the participating 
business in the community

 » Promote partnerships and working 
relationships among organizations 
with shared goals
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Steps to develop and Implement a Shared Use Agreement
IDENTIFY PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS. Do some research to learn more about their mission and goals. Where do your missions 
overlap? What challenges can you help them overcome? For example:

 » During its Play Streets pilot program the Seattle 
Department of Transportation gave neighborhoods 
that applied two signs to post at either end of the block 
designated as a Play Street. Play Street organizers were 
responsible for arranging and funding any activities 
that happened during the Play Street. In Seattle, Play 
Streets could be hosted by schools, community groups, 
or neighbors. School-organized Play Streets provided 
additional space for recess or other special activities, 
like a field day. Community/neighborhood Play Streets 
helped neighbors create more space for play during the 
summer or after school.

 » The Hamilton County School Board in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee passed an open use policy for the district’s 
elementary schools that allows community use of 
school grounds on weekends and holidays. The 
Hamilton County Health Department was responsible 
for installing signage that lists rules for public use, 
and taking down the no trespassing signs. The Health 
Department is now working with a local foundation to 
add amenities like community gardens, pavilions, and 
basketball courts to school grounds. 

 » The Somerset County, MD Recreation and Parks 
Department has playing fields and a ½ mile walking/
jogging track located on the same property as their 
offices. The facilities are open for county employee and 
community use.

SET UP AN IN-PERSON MEETING TO DISCUSS SHARED USE AND 
SEE THE FACILITY. Be prepared to review the benefits of 
shared use, answer questions about costs and liability, and 
talk about how you can help address these concerns. 

Note: Consult with an attorney before this meeting and as an 
agreement is being considered. 

Limiting Liability

 » Review Ohio law (see textbox)

 » Establish clear rules governing the use of the facility

 » Require users sign use agreements to keep on file

 » Have users sign in and out to keep accurate records

 » Establish clear procedures for reporting any incidences

Covering the Costs

 » Identify potential funding sources such as grants, user 
fees and donations

 » Establish a volunteer corps to perform basic custodial 
services and maintenance on a regular basis (Adopt-a-
Park Program)

Were you aware that Ohio lawmakers passed a law 
in 2014 that addresses concerns of liability and 
encourages schools and other public entities to open 
up their facilities to the community for recreational 
and community use? 

Ohio Revised Code 3313.75, 3313.76, 3313.77, 
3313.78, 3313.791

	Immunity for school or school district

	Immunity for local board of education

	Immunity for school officials or employees

	NOT immune if school or school district charges 
a fee that significantly exceeds costs incurred for 
operation of school premises

	NOT immune if the injury or loss is a result of 
willful and wanton misconduct



AGREE ON THE SCOPE OF THE SHARED USE AGREEMENT AND 
WORK TOGETHER TO DRAFT THE AGREEMENT FOR BOTH 
PARTIES TO SIGN. The agreement should be detailed, and 
spell out the specific responsibilities of each partner, 
as well as the expectations for any third party users. Be 
sure to address:

 » Scheduling/Reservations: Is the facility open for 
anyone to use? How are reservations made? Are there 
any fees associated with the use of the space?

 » Security: Who will have keys? Will the same party 
be responsible for opening and closing the facility? 
Is there a checklist for opening/closing tasks to be 
reviewed and signed on a daily basis?

 » Supervision: Is staffing required? Are users advised 
they do so at their own risk?

 » Custodial services: Who is responsible for cleaning 
the facility after use?

 » Restroom access: Are there restrooms available? Will 
they be open? 

 » Repairs: How will needed repairs be reported? Who will 
perform the repairs? Who will pay for them?

 » Breach of contract: How will disputes be resolved? What 
are the consequences for not upholding the agreement?

ONCE THE AGREEMENT IS SIGNED, LET PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT THE 
AVAILABILITY OF A NEW RESOURCE IN THEIR COMMUNITY! 

 » Advertise in local newspapers, listservs and on 
community notice boards around town. 

 » Post signs at the facility to let passerby know it’s 
available for use. A posted set of rules set clear 
expectations for use.

 » Plan a fun event at the shared use facility to introduce 
the concept and get people excited. This could be an 
open house, free fitness class or healthy potluck.

CHECK IN FREQUENTLY TO ADDRESS CONCERNS AND 
MEASURE PERFORMANCE. Consider setting up a regular 
communication schedule to keep everyone informed. 

Additional Resources
Ready for sample language? Questions about liability? 
Check out the full guide here (URL).

Full text of Ohio House Bill 290 (2014) http://archives.
legislature.state.oh.us/bills.cfm?ID=130_HB_290

Change Labs Solutions. From Congregation to Community: 
Shared Use by North Carolina Faith Based Organizations. 
http://www.changelabsolutions.org/sites/default/files/
Congregation-to-Community_FINAL_20140930.pdf 

Note: These are provided as examples only and ODH does not 
endorse or promote the products of the organizations which 
these products came.


